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Amit Sethi is the President and Chief Information Officer at Axis Bank. Having joined the Bank in May 2013, he is
responsible for driving growth with profitable business solutions and IT capabilities delivering efficiency, reliability
and operational excellence.
With more than 15 years of experience, Mr. Sethi has been driving the re-architecture of the enterprise system to
build an agile and lean IT organization at Axis Bank. He also plays a key role in the performance monitoring of
projects that support the Bank’s on-going operations and strategic plans.
Before joining Axis Bank, Mr. Sethi served as the Senior President & CIO at Yes Bank. He was responsible for
providing a technology vision and leadership and driving the analysis & re-engineering of existing business
processes. Mr. Sethi also played a key role in reshaping the enterprise's physical & network access infrastructure,
and identifying & exploiting the enterprise's knowledge resources.
Previously, Mr. Sethi worked with ICICI Bank where he served from 2005 to 2012. During this period, he held the
position of Business Technology Head and was responsible for overseeing the technology operations across the
banking business. Driving an IT and service-enabled vision for each of the business units at the Bank, he helped
build a strong IT & service foundation with world-class capabilities. Prior to this role, he was Head - Technology
Infrastructure Group and was responsible for setting up two Data Centres and overseeing the management of over
2000 branches and other group company offices, including International subsidiaries, managing network and end
user machines including 6000 ATMs.
Mr. Sethi holds an MBA in Finance from the Faculty of Management Studies and a degree in Electrical Engineering.
In his free time, he enjoys travelling, watching movies and reading about wild life, science, culture and history.
Mr. Sethi’s family consists of his wife who is a homemaker, a son and a daughter.
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